# Role Profile
## Academy Performance Analyst (Part Time)

### Role Reports To:
Lead Academy Performance Analyst

### Role Purpose:
A vital member of the Academy Analysis Department who will support the development of both players and coaches with a specific focus on schoolboys age groups.

### Main Responsibilities and Accountabilities
- Provide and deliver high quality Analysis content through a variety of different methods to support the Academy Technical and Tactical programme
- Filming and coding of training and matches within the Academy as required
- Provide staff/players with video clips, data and material that supports the development of individual players and their Individual Learning Plans
- Provide staff/players with video clips, data and material that supports the implementation of the playing style
- Support and supervise the delivery of Academy analysis sessions by coaching staff to team, units, and individuals
- Produce individual profiles of players when required
- Liaise and work with coaching staff to ensure any additional analysis requirements for individuals and teams are met
- Attend and contribute to staff meetings as required
- Attend any relevant training requirements e.g., first aid, safeguarding children etc.
- Any other reasonable duties and responsibilities which your line manager or another senior manager at the club asks you to perform.
- Demonstrate commitment to Safeguarding by adhering to relevant policies, procedures and values relating to safeguarding children and adults at risk
- Support the Club’s commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion.

### Qualifications, Key Skills & Experience

#### Essential
- Completed/nearing completion of a degree (either undergraduate or postgraduate), within Sports Performance Analysis, Coaching or Science or equivalent
- Demonstrable knowledge of football and player development with a desire to work within youth development
- Experience of playing or coaching football
- Personable and able to work collaboratively with other members of the analysis team and the other Departments across the Club
- Flexible approach to work and willingness to work evenings and weekends when required
- Ability to work efficiently, diligently and to tight deadlines to meet the needs of the role
- Forward thinking and proactive around department and personal development

#### Desirable
- Experience within Performance Analysis, preferably within an elite youth development environment
- Coaching experience within a youth development environment
- Football coaching qualifications
- Full, UK Driving Licence
Aston Villa Football Club is an inclusive institution that provides a welcoming environment to supporters, the local community, customers, employees, contacts and competitors. We want to ensure that the Club and all its subsidiaries are free from discrimination of any kind, embracing all regardless of age, race, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, sexual orientation, marriage and civil partnership, sex (gender), religion or belief.

Aston Villa Football Club is fully committed to safeguarding children and adults at risk across our Club. As such, we adhere to Safer Recruitment processes and for some roles a satisfactory enhanced disclosure via the Disclosure & Barring Service may be required prior to starting in a role at the Club. For more information, please see Aston Villa Football Club | The official club website | AVFC - Safeguarding